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The resurrection of ancestral enzymes of now-extinct organisms
(paleogenetics) is a developing field that allows the study of
evolutionary hypotheses otherwise impossible to be tested. In the
present study, we target fungal peroxidases that play a key role in
lignin degradation, an essential process in the carbon cycle and
often a limiting step in biobased industries. Ligninolytic peroxidases
are secreted bywood-rotting fungi, the origin of which was recently
established in the Carboniferous period associated with the appear-
ance of these enzymes. These first peroxidases were not able to
degrade lignin directly and used diffusible metal cations to attack its
phenolic moiety. The phylogenetic analysis of the peroxidases of
Polyporales, the order in which most extant wood-rotting fungi are
included, suggests that later in evolution these enzymes would
have acquired the ability to degrade nonphenolic lignin using a
tryptophanyl radical interacting with the bulky polymer at the
surface of the enzyme. Here, we track this powerful strategy for
lignin degradation as a phenotypic trait in fungi and show that it is
not an isolated event in the evolution of Polyporales. Using
ancestral enzyme resurrection, we study the molecular changes
that led to the appearance of the same surface oxidation site in two
distant peroxidase lineages. By characterization of the resurrected
enzymes, we demonstrate convergent evolution at the amino acid
level during the evolution of these fungi and track the different
changes leading to phylogenetically distant ligninolytic peroxidases
from ancestors lacking the ability to degrade nonphenolic lignin.
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Degradation of lignin is essential for carbon recycling in land
ecosystems and often represents a key step for the use of

biomass in the industry (1). The main organisms that are able to
mineralize lignin are white-rot fungi, using an array of oxidative
enzymes (2). Three class II peroxidases of the peroxidase-
catalase superfamily (3) are involved in the initial attack on
lignin: (i) lignin peroxidases (LiP), which are able to oxidize its
major nonphenolic moiety (4); (ii) manganese peroxidases (MnP)
including short and long MnPs with slightly different properties
(5) that oxidize Mn2+ to Mn3+, the diffusible chelates of which
oxidize the minor phenolic moiety of lignin (6); and (iii) versatile
peroxidases (VP), which combine the catalytic properties of LiP,
MnP, and plant peroxidases (the latter oxidizing phenolic mono-
lignols) (7, 8). Also, white-rot fungi produce generic peroxidases
(GP), catalytically similar to plant peroxidases. The above four
peroxidase types have been characterized, and their structural and
kinetic properties are well known (9). Thereby, they can oxidize
substrates at three sites: (i) the main heme access channel, where
low redox-potential compounds are oxidized (in all of them); (ii) a
Mn2+-oxidizing site, formed by three acidic residues near one of the
heme propionates (10) (in MnP and VP); and (iii) a surface tryp-
tophan (11, 12) that is able to oxidize lignin directly (13, 14) via an
aminoacyl radical and long-range electron transfer to heme (15) (in
VP and LiP).
In past years, there has been an increasing interest in the

evolution of wood-degrading organisms. The origin of lignin
degradation by fungi, associated with the appearance of the first
ligninolytic peroxidases, has been estimated to have occurred
during the Carboniferous period, playing a role in the decline of

coal accumulation near the end of the Permo-Carboniferous
(16). However, geoclimatic factors would have also significantly
contributed to coal formation under ever-wet tropical conditions,
and its decline could also be related to climatic shifts toward
drier conditions (17, 18). Then, the expansion and diversification
of genes encoding ligninolytic peroxidases occurred leading to
the families existing today, as shown by genomic and evolution-
ary studies (16, 19, 20). The diversity and evolution of these
enzymes have been studied particularly in the order Polyporales,
where the lignicolous habitat is largely predominant, resulting in
the most efficient ligninolytic enzymes. Recent studies included
first analyses of the appearance and disappearance of relevant
catalytic sites (20) and later sequence reconstruction, heterologous
expression (“resurrection”), and experimental characterization of
some ancestral enzymes (21). The evolutionary analysis of per-
oxidases shows phylogenetically distant enzymes (corresponding to
the above LiP and VP types) that would be a priori able to oxidize
nonphenolic lignin at the exposed catalytic tryptophan (11–15, 22).
To determine if the LiP/VP distribution in the peroxidase phy-
logeny is due to duplication of an ancestor and maintenance of
function or to a convergent process, we first performed phyloge-
netic analyses and ancestral sequence reconstruction of Poly-
porales peroxidases from sequenced genomes. This choice should
enable a precise description on the evolution of ligninolytic en-
zymes within this order, although the reconstruction of enzymes
predating Polyporales could be partially biased. Then we com-
pared in the laboratory the previously described line leading to
extant LiP (21) with a new independent evolutionary line leading
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to extant VP, and established their convergent evolution using
empirical analyses of resurrected enzymes.

Results
Ancestral Sequences of Polyporales Peroxidases. For reconstructing
the ancestral sequences leading to the extant lignin-degrading
peroxidases in Polyporales, we built a phylogenetic tree with
RAxML (Fig. 1) after manual annotation of the complete set of
peroxidase sequences (a total of 113) in the sequenced genomes
of Bjerkandera adusta, Ceriporiopsis subvermispora, Dichomitus
squalens, Fomitopsis pinicola, Ganoderma sp., Phlebia brevispora,
Phanerochaete chrysosporium, Postia placenta, Trametes versicolor,
and Wolfiporia cocos. For the present analysis, the tree was di-
vided into (i) clade A containing GPs; (ii) clade B, including two
subclades of short MnPs and VPs; (iii) clade C formed exclu-
sively of long MnPs; and (iv) clade D containing short MnPs and
some VPs, together with the large LiP subclade. B and D are the
only clades that contain enzymes that a priori would oxidize
nonphenolic lignin due to the presence of the exposed catalytic
tryptophan. To explain the presence of this residue in two phy-
logenetically different peroxidase clades, horizontal gene trans-
fer between lines D and B was first ruled out, since no similarities
were detected between the flanking regions of genes encoding
clade D LiPs and clade B VPs. Double-gene transfer (from out-
side Polyporales) was also rejected since BLAST search of both
extant genes on the National Center for Biotechnology In-
formation database show sequence identities only with genes of
Polyporales peroxidases. Therefore, duplication of the gene of an
ancestral peroxidase containing the tryptophan and its differenti-
ation in lines B and D or convergent evolution were considered.
To decide between these two alternative hypotheses, we per-

formed ancestral sequence reconstruction with PAML. The av-
erage posterior probability, for the predicted amino acids in each
reconstructed sequence, always was >0.95, except for the most
ancestral reconstructed sequence (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). More
importantly, no ambiguity was observed for the positions of the
catalytic tryptophan, the Mn2+ oxidation site, or other residues
relevant for catalysis described below. Then we selected six an-
cestral enzymes and two lignin-degrading extant peroxidases—
the highly expressed T. versicolor VP2 (23) and the well-known
P. chrysosporium LiPA (LiPH8) (4)—for heterologous expres-
sion and comparative characterization. The eight sequences
define two well-separated evolutionary lines leading to the
above extant ligninolytic peroxidases (TV-VP2 and PC-LiPA).
Both pathways begin with the Common ancestor of Polyporales
peroxidases (CaPo), which is the precursor of gene lineages
leading to clade B VP (blue line in Fig. 1) and clade D LiP (red
line in Fig. 1). In this way, CaPo gave rise to the Common
ancestors of clades D (CaD) and B (CaB). Therefore, the main
evolutionary change is the independent and parallel appear-
ance of the surface tryptophan in two ancestral states of both
lines: Ancestral VP of line B (AVP-b) and Ancestral VP of line
D (AVP-d). After this event, there are no significant modifi-
cations in the evolution of peroxidases in line B up to the extant
enzyme (TV-VP2). However, in line D evolution, AVP-d lost its
Mn2+ oxidation site, giving rise to the first LiP of the phylogeny
(Ancestral LiP, ALiP) that later evolves into extant LiPs of
clade D (including PC-LiPA). The molecular mechanisms that
lead to the emergence of the surface tryptophan are different in
both lines, as described below (and indicated on the ancestral
nodes in Fig. 1).

Structural Comparison of Two Peroxidase Lineages. The amino acid
sequences of the ancestors and the two extant peroxidases show
56–87% identity (SI Appendix, Table S1). Their multiple align-
ment (SI Appendix, Fig. S2) reveals that there have not been
strong modifications in the conserved regions during evolution,
beyond the changes in the oxidation sites that we describe below.

Moreover, the molecular models (Fig. 2) show that the overall
structure, with 12 helices, two structural Ca2+ ions, and four
disulfide bonds, is maintained through time. A more detailed
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Fig. 1. Phylogenetic tree of 113 peroxidases from 10 Polyporales genomes
(sequences in Dataset S1; bootstrap values ≥0.5 are indicated). Clades A–D are
shown. The paths to the extant LiPA of P. chrysosporium (JGI ID# 2989894) and
VP2 of T. versicolor (JGI ID# 26239) are shown in red and blue, respectively.
Also, the milestones in these evolutionary lines (CaPo for both lines; CaD, AVP-
d, and ALiP in red line; and CaB and AVP-b in blue line) are marked. The circles
show the characteristics of the oxidation sites present in each of these nodes
(Left: catalytic tryptophan and homologous residues; Right: Mn2+ oxidation
site). The sequence labels start with the species code (BJEAD, B. adusta; CERSU,
C. subvermispora; DICSQ, D. squalens; FOMPI, F. pinicola; GANSP, Ganoderma
sp; PHACH, P. chrysosporium; PHLBR, P. brevispora; POSPL, P. placenta; TRAVE,
T. versicolor; and WOLCO, W. cocos) followed by the JGI ID# and the peroxi-
dase type, including GP, LiP, MnP-short, MnP-long, VP, and VP-atypical.
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analysis shows that all of the enzymes have a well-defined heme
pocket with a proximal His177 coordinating the Fe3+of the
heme, Asp239, and Phe194 at one side of the heme (numbers
referred to CaPo and line D) and a distal His48, Arg44 (two
residues that participate in reaction with H2O2), Asn85, and
Phe47 at the opposite side (His47, Arg43, Asn84, and Phe46 in
line B). The Ca2+ ions would be similarly coordinated in all of
the enzymes with small differences that would not affect the
anchorage of the cation.
The main differences are related to the oxidation sites that

these peroxidases have. These sites are identified in all of the
ancestors, and we tracked their change as they evolved. The Mn2+-
binding site is defined by three acidic residues that already appear
in CaPo (Glu37, Glu41, and Asp183) and are maintained both in
line B until the extant TV-VP2 (Glu36, Glu40 and Asp181) and
in line D until AVP-d. In this line, the Mn2+-binding site is lost
in ALiP (Asp183 becomes Asn183: Fig. 2, red line) and remains
absent in all extant LiPs. Note that clade C, the sister clade of
clade D (Fig. 1), evolved maintaining the Mn2+ oxidation site.
The site for direct oxidation of lignin is located in a surface

tryptophan, and electrons are transferred to the heme following a
preferred route involving buried Trp251 and Phe205 in PC-LiPA
(15). Analysis of the homologous oxidation site in CaPo reveals
that the ancestral surface residue was Ala172, while the amino

acids of the route are present since the origin (Trp252 and Phe206
in CaPo) and conserved through evolution (Fig. 2). Therefore,
although the scaffold for electron transfer is present, the absence of
the required exposed tryptophan would have impeded for the most
ancestral enzymes the direct oxidation of lignin.
The appearance of the catalytic tryptophan in line D occurs in

AVP-d (Trp172, Figs. 1 and 2, red line), the first enzyme of this
line that would be able to modify lignin directly. After AVP-d,
both ALiP and PC-LiPA maintain the surface tryptophan. The
study of the same oxidation site in line B shows that, in the
common ancestor of this clade (CaB), Ala172 became Asp170,
which later changed to Trp170 in AVP-b (and is maintained in
TV-VP2, Figs. 1 and 2, blue line). Thus, the same oxidation site
appears twice in evolution, and, interestingly, different sequences
of changes led to the same catalytic amino acid in parallel pro-
cesses. Therefore, this event is defined as a convergent trait in
lignin degradation by fungal peroxidases. To confirm the ability
to oxidize lignin model compounds, and compare the catalytic
properties in both convergent lines, we resurrected the described
ancestral enzymes as reported below.

Reaction Kinetics and Convergent Evolution of Ancestral Peroxidases.
The selected enzymes from the two evolutionary lines (Fig. 1) were
resurrected by Escherichia coli expression of the synthesized genes,
in vitro-activated and purified, and their catalytic properties were
analyzed using five substrates, which define the different oxidation
sites that these peroxidases can have. Veratryl alcohol (VA) was
used as a model for nonphenolic lignin, while 2,6-dimethoxyphenol
(DMP) was tested representing the minor phenolic moiety of lig-
nin. The oxidation of Mn2+ was also analyzed, since Mn3+ oxidizes
phenolic lignin. Finally, the oxidation of two dyes, often used
as high (Reactive Black 5, RB5) and low (2,2′-azinobis[3-
ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulfonate], ABTS) redox-potential per-
oxidase substrates, was also assayed. As we described above, the
sites for the oxidation of Mn2+ and high-redox-potential substrates
(VA and RB5) are well defined in the structure of these enzymes.
Moreover, low redox-potential substrates (DMP and ABTS) can
be oxidized, with high efficiency, at the same tryptophan re-
sponsible for oxidation of high-redox-potential substrates and,
with low efficiency, at one of the heme-access channels, resulting
in biphasic kinetics, as shown for some extant peroxidases (24).
Catalytic constant (kcat) and affinity constant (Km) were calcu-

lated for all of the resurrected and extant peroxidases (SI Appendix,
Table S2), but what is clear with evolution is the change in the
catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) with time (Fig. 3, Upper bars). CaPo,
the common ancestor of both lines, is an enzyme that can oxidize
low-redox-potential substrates in the low-efficiency site, but also
Mn2+ at the specific binding site. After that, the respective com-
mon ancestors of each line (CaB and CaD) are almost identical in
their catalytic properties: both are able to oxidize low-redox-
potential substrates (in their low-efficiency sites) and Mn2+. In-
terestingly, the same trend is observed in both ancestors: they re-
duce the catalytic efficiency oxidizing ABTS and DMP while the
efficiency oxidizing Mn2+ is improved. From this point on, the
trends in lines B and D are different, taking into account the nature
of their catalytic sites and the reactions that they perform. While
the efficiency oxidizing Mn2+ decreases in AVP-b (blue line in Fig.
3), AVP-d attains the highest value among all enzymes analyzed
here (red line in Fig. 3). Later, in the evolution of clade B, there
are no changes in the oxidation of the cation (in TV-VP2) while in
clade D the Mn2+ oxidation site/activity is lost.
The nonphenolic lignin model substrate VA begins to be oxi-

dized in parallel in both lines, as a convergent trait in AVP-b and
AVP-d, coinciding with the appearance of the catalytic trypto-
phan. However, the evolution of the catalytic efficiency differs.
While in line D the efficiency oxidizing VA increases in ALiP and
is maximal in PC-LiPA (red line in Fig. 3), it is maintained at low
levels in TV-VP2 of clade B (blue line in Fig. 3). Interestingly, the
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Fig. 2. Molecular model of ancestral CaPo and its main structural changes in
evolution. The most relevant amino acids of the common ancestor (CaPo) are
labeled, and only the main changes in the oxidation sites are represented for
the other peroxidases (two structural Ca2+ ions are shown as gray spheres).
The Mn2+-binding site, formed by three acidic residues, and Ala172, ho-
mologous to catalytic tryptophan, are circled in CaPo. Red line: changes in
line D evolution, with the appearance of Trp172 in AVP-d and loss of the
Mn2+-binding site due to the Asn183 appearance in ALiP. Blue line: changes
in line B evolution, with the appearance of Asp170 in CaB that later changed
to Trp170 for lignin oxidation by AVP-b. Aromatic residues (Phe206 and
Trp252 in CaPo) involved in long-range electron transfer from the exposed
tryptophan are conserved from the first ancestor.
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kcat for VA is always high in line B, with the TV-VP2 value being
eightfold the observed for ALiP (the highest in line D) (Fig. 3,
Lower bars). The main reason for a low catalytic efficiency of the
two VPs in line B is the high Km that they have (SI Appendix, Table
S2)—three to four magnitude orders greater than observed for the
enzymes of line D. One explanation for differences in the activity
of peroxidases in lines B and D is the different charge distribution
in the surface environment of the catalytic tryptophan. As shown
in Fig. 4, the tryptophan (or homologous residue) environment in
line D is progressively more acidic while a similar tendency was
not observed in line B. A more electronegative environment will
promote stabilization of positively charged compounds (such as
the VA cation radical) and, more importantly, will increase the
oxidizing power of the catalytic radical.

Stability Comparison in the Two Peroxidase Lineages. We analyzed
the pH stability of the ancestors and extant enzymes in the evolu-
tionary lines B (SI Appendix, Fig. S3) and D (SI Appendix, Fig. S4)
by measuring the residual activity after a 4-h incubation at 25 °C in
the pH 2–10 range. Overall, the stability at pH 4–6 is higher in the
ancestors of clade B while the ancestors of clade D are more stable
at a pH > 6 (where, in contrast, CaB, AVP-b, and TV-VP2 are
inactivated). More interestingly, the stability at pH 3 (where lig-
ninolysis takes place in nature) strongly increases during the last

evolution steps (Fig. 5A), either in parallel with the appearance of
the catalytic tryptophan (line D) or after its appearance (line B).
Thermal denaturation was studied by circular dichroism (Tm

values) and residual activity measurement (T50 values) of peroxi-
dases in lines B (SI Appendix, Fig. S5) and D (SI Appendix, Fig. S6).
The melting profiles parallel the changes observed in activity in all
cases and tended to decrease during evolution (line D), although
all of the T50 values were in the 55–65 °C range (Fig. 5B). The main
change was observed when the Mn2+-binding site disappeared in
line D, diminishing the thermal stability (in ALiP and PC-LIPA).
The higher stability in line B, and in more ancestral line D, enzymes
is in agreement with the Mn2+ contribution to cofactor binding.

Discussion
The main evidence about the basidiomycete enzymes involved in
lignin degradation comes from the genomic information avail-
able in the past years. Every study shows the presence of LiP,
MnP, or VP genes in the sequenced genomes of all typical white-
rot (lignin-degrading) fungi and their absence from all typical
brown-rot (cellulose-degrading) fungi and some poor wood rotters
(16, 19, 20, 25).
Here, we analyzed the appearance and subsequent evolution of

phylogenetically distant LiP- and VP-type genes within the evo-
lution of Polyporales, resulting in the most efficient ligninolytic
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Fig. 3. Evolution of catalytic properties in the D (red line) and B (blue line) evolutionary pathways. Changes of catalytic efficiency (Upper bars) and kcat
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tryptophan appeared for the first time, and black circles represent the other nodes analyzed.
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enzymes. Although the first class II fungal peroxidase(s) most
probably appeared by horizontal transfer of a prokaryotic perox-
idase (such as cytochrome c peroxidase) gene from an ancestral
organelle (26), no evidence for subsequent horizontal transfer in
Polyporales was obtained by BLAST searches (27) in agreement
with the very rare nature of such events in basidiomycetes (28).
However, evolutionary clues of the presence of the same lignin-
degradation mechanism in distant Polyporales peroxidases could
be obtained by ancestral sequence reconstruction and character-
ization of the resurrected enzymes.
For sequence reconstruction, we used maximum likelihood (ML)

methods that have some advantages over other approaches (29). To
deal with the inherent limitations and uncertainties in ancestral re-
constructions (30), (i) we used the best data available, i.e., all of the
class II peroxidase genes in 10 Polyporales genomes after their
careful revision and manual annotation (20), and (ii) we verified that
no ambiguity exists in the amino acids forming the different oxida-
tion sites (31). The reconstructed sequences revealed that the ap-
pearance of the surface tryptophan abstracting electrons from lignin
(13, 14) was not an isolated event in the evolution in Polyporales.
Moreover, the biochemical characterization of the resurrected an-
cestral peroxidases enabled us to confirm their predicted new
catalytic properties and revealed how they progressively changed
in the two evolutionary lines analyzed, as discussed below.
First, the experimental characterization of the resurrected

enzymes showed the evolvability (32) of fungal peroxidases in the
exploration of new mechanisms to modify lignin at different
points of their phylogeny. The common ancestor of Polyporales

peroxidases (CaPo) was most probably a short MnP that used
Mn3+ to attack the phenolic moiety of lignin and other phenolic
molecules, acting synergistically with secreted oxidases and in-
tracellular oxidoreductases. By comparison with analyses with a
broader sampling of genomes (although including fewer Poly-
porales species) (16), CaPo would correspond with the common
ancestor of all Agaricomycetes class II ligninolytic peroxidases,
not just those of Polyporales, and is estimated to have existed
roughly 400 Mya (results from molecular clock analyses with
fossil calibration). Note that the common ancestor of Poly-
porales fungi, appearing at the early Cretaceous, would already
have several (3–13) peroxidase genes (ligninolytic and GP in-
cluded) (16). Therefore, the higher expansion and specialization
of peroxidases would postdate the Carboniferous, although the
fungal capacity to degrade lignin would occur earlier using an-
cestral peroxidases (like CaPo) oxidizing the minor phenolic
moiety of lignin and phenolic ancestral polymers. After CaPo,
the common ancestors of clades D (CaD) and B (CaB) would
have almost identical properties (both in activity and stability).
This includes an increase in the efficiency of oxidizing Mn2+ that
reveals a similar initial degradative strategy in the two branches,
using Mn3+ chelates. Reconstruction of these old peroxidases
would be more uncertain than for the three more recent an-
cestors, which already appeared within Polyporales. The oxida-
tion site for high-redox-potential substrates appeared in both
lines, and VA (the laboratory model substrate for lignin degra-
dation studies) was oxidized by the resurrected enzymes. MnPs
would be efficient degrading ancestral phenolic polymers and
phenolic lignin in plants, but MnP’s action on nonphenolic lignin
would require the concerted action of LiPs and VPs. In this
way, ancient fungi would incorporate a powerful tool into their
degradative machinery.
After the catalytic tryptophan appearance, we observed an in-

crease in the peroxidase efficiency oxidizing VA in both branches,
but the kinetic parameters and the evolution of other oxidation
sites were different. Evolution in line D focused on a better deg-
radation of lignin by removing other oxidation sites (at the ex-
pense of the stability conferred by the Mn2+-binding site) and
maintaining the surface tryptophan, with a progressively more
acidic environment (that increases the tryptophanyl radical re-
activity). However, VPs in clade B maintain both oxidation sites.
Although VPs could be seen as mere evolutionary intermediates,
as found in line D, a significant improvement in the oxidation of
VA was observed in both branches after the appearance of the
catalytic tryptophan. In addition to the changes in the architecture
and activity of the oxidation sites, we also observed an increase
with evolution in the peroxidase stability under the acidic condi-
tions that characterize the hyphal microenvironment where lig-
ninolysis takes place in nature (33). In clade D, the appearance of
the new oxidation site comes along with a huge increase in acidic
stability, but in clade B this stability is acquired later. Either way,
there is a clear improvement toward the stabilization at pH 3,
where the oxidizing power of these enzymes is the highest (34, 35).
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Fig. 4. Changes in the electrostatic surface of the environment of the cat-
alytic tryptophan and homologous residues (pink spheres in the center) in
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subtle, but in line D to PC-LiPA (red line), a clear increase in the negative
charge (red) happened with time.
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The above evolutionary trend, which results in more efficient
oxidation of lignin, was most probably related to changes in plant
cell wall and tissue anatomy. Despite the evolutionary history of
lignins remaining unclear, there have been significant changes in
their composition and structure including convergent evolution
between different vascular plants (36, 37). Angiosperms are the
plants with the more complex lignin (38, 39), including a higher
relative abundance of syringyl units with the C3 and C5 positions
of the aromatic ring blocked by methoxyls, compared with most
gymnosperms, that results in a predominance of nonphenolic
(C4-etherified) units (40). The angiosperm appearance (140–
250 Mya) (41) roughly corresponds with the age of the two most
recent ancestors of major clades B and D of ligninolytic perox-
idases in Polyporales (∼200 Mya) that subsequently incorporated
the exposed catalytic tryptophan almost at the same time (16).
This evolutionary event resulted in the most efficient peroxidases
that oxidize nonphenolic lignin by long-range electron transfer
from the protein surface, as shown using methylated lignin (13).
Interestingly, a similar electron transfer mechanism has been de-
veloped by plant peroxidases involved in lignin polymerization,
with the appearance of an enzyme being able to oxidize the bulkier
(dimethoxylated) sinapyl alcohol monolignol characterizing an-
giosperm lignin at a surface aromatic residue (42).

Materials and Methods
The 113 sequences of class II peroxidases in the genomes of B. adusta,
C. subvermispora, D. squalens, F. pinicola, Ganoderma sp., P. brevispora,
P. chrysosporium, P. placenta, T. versicolor, andW. cocos (Dataset S1) available
at the Department of Energy Joint Genome Institute (JGI) were used in this
study. ML phylogeny was constructed with RAxML (43), and PAML 4.7 (44) was
used to obtain the most probable ancestral sequences that were manually
corrected for insertions or deletions and synthesized for E. coli expression.
Molecular models were obtained at the Swiss-Model server (45). The coding
DNA sequences of ancestral and extant peroxidases were cloned and used to
transform E. coli. The apoenzymes were recovered from inclusion bodies,
in vitro-activated, and purified. Mn2+, VA, ABTS, DMP, and RB5 were used for
kinetic characterization at the optimal pH and H2O2 concentrations (see SI
Appendix, Table S2 footnote a). For pH stability, the peroxidases were in-
cubated at pH 2–10 for 4 h, and activity was estimated with ABTS. For thermal
stability, the enzymes were incubated for 10 min at 25–85 °C (pH 5.5) to obtain
T50 values. Circular dichroism was used to obtain Tm values. See SI Appendix
for details.
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